
Every professional who is serious about leading others must commit to continually improving their 
explicit communication skills. When we consider the communication skills that are most necessary for 
today’s leaders, we don’t necessarily think about the charismatic and spellbinding presentation abilities 
that are often exhibited by men and women who hold leadership positions. And we certainly don’t 
consider as essential the ability to use language to manipulate, divide and obfuscate that can catapult 
ambitious and unprincipled power-seekers into leadership roles. 

For the professional who has cultivated a leadership mindset - awareness of bias, empathetic, patient, 
thoughtfully skeptical - they needn’t concern themselves with communications artifice. Their primary 
communication concerns should focus on clarity, concision and range.  

Clarity. Communications clarity is best achieved through the use of a sound vocabulary. Using 
sound vocabulary isn’t about having “the best words,” but about omitting the needless ones. In ‘The 
Elements of Style,’ Strunk & White dedicate one of their elementary rules of usage to removing 
unnecessary words: 

A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for the same reason 
that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that 
the writer make all sentences short, or avoid all detail and treat subjects only in outline, but that every word 
tell.  

 
This is wonderful advice for all communicators, not just writers. Never use two words when one will 
do and make every word tell.  

Concision. If you’ve worked in the same industry or company for many years, it’s likely that you’ve 
acquired a bloated, jargon-filled vocabulary. Every company, industry and profession has their secret 
society buzz words that add more communications clutter than they do clarity. As an effective 
communicator, your goal should be to simplify and declutter your messages. 
  
In ‘On Writing Well,’ William Zinsser writes that “the secret of good writing is to strip every 
sentence to its cleanest components.” This simplicity increases the likelihood that the reader 
understands what the writer is trying to communicate. Much like with the benefits of using sound 
vocabulary, the benefits of concision extend beyond writing to every communication form. 

When explaining how best to pitch a new business idea, an accomplished entrepreneur and educator 
once told us that - no matter how innovative the idea - your goal should be to describe your business 
with such simplicity that your grandmother would understand it. This is a fabulous communications 
objective for any complex message.
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Range. The most effective leaders understand how to bring sound vocabulary and clarity to every 
medium, using a range of styles. Most of us are more comfortable communicating through one 
particular medium over the others. Some feel most comfortable expressing their opinions using 
long-form text (e.g. emails and written memos), some are most comfortable communicating verbally 
(e.g. phone calls, in-person conversations and presentations) and others feel most natural when 
they’re communicating via short-form text (e.g. instant messaging, SMS).  

Depending on the audience and the objective, each of these media forms is a valid and potentially 
effective communications vehicle. You should understand how to clearly communicate in all of 
them. But if you’re unwilling or unable to communicate in one particular media form, you’re at a 
disadvantage when your communications objective or your audience calls for that form. 

An emphasis on range is equally as important when considering communications styles. The 
effective leader understands how to deliver messages using a range of styles (depending on what the 
objective dictates); they can be formal and informal, humorous and somber, scripted and improvised. 

Along with clarity and concision, an ability to communicate effectively across a range of styles 
requires situational awareness and audience understanding. Whether you’re communicating over 
email, a conference call or an informal team dinner, achieving your communications objective will 
require your accurately assessing the audience and the situation, and using these inputs to 
determine the most effective style.  

With clarity, concision and range, you should be able to translate your leadership vision into meaningful 
actions, regardless of your industry or profession. 


